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Skip to contentWelcome to Kupu Kupu Phangan












+66 77 377 384









LOCATION









CONTACT US





69, Naiwok, Koh Phangan, Surat Thani 84280, Thailand




“Kupu Kupu” is the Balinese name for Butterfly, as our hotel brand originates from Indonesia - the Butterfly is the symbol of beauty, culture, art and design.”


We believe in welcoming and treating everyone the way we would like to be treated ourselves. Stay with us, live with us, discover with us and enjoy one of the most luxurious and beautiful five-star hotels in Koh Phangan.


You can take time out to have a refreshing swim in our infinity pool, enjoy a private access to the beach, for the most charming sunset of the island, or a relaxing moment in our Spa by l’Occitane for a soothing Koh Phangan massage with natural
L’Occitane body care.


We intend to make your stay at Kupu Kupu Phangan the most extraordinary
of your traveler life.





Villas
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Deluxe Beach Front Pool Villa

Delicately furnished with luxury touches. Be on your very own stretch of stunning white sandy beach, this remarkably luxurious villa has its private beach and boast a spectacular plunge private pool facing the jewel turquoise waters of Koh Phangan.


BOOK NOW

 View Details
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Sea View Pool Villa

Wake up to the sun rays glinting off the Gulf of Siam horizon, while you relax in bed and admire the view through the large glass windows. These idyllic bungalow style villas are located amidst our lush tropical gardens and offer 60 sqm natural beauty and luxurius comforts


BOOK NOW

 View Details
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Deluxe Beach Front Pool Suite

This remarkably luxurious suite occupies a cliff edge, directly faces the ocean and offers a magnificent plunge private pool accompanied by 90 square meters of inviting indoor and outdoor space. Unobstructed views of jewel blue waters and rolling waves are admired inside through the glass windows.


BOOK NOW

 View Details
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Sunset Pool Villa

Delicately furnished with luxury touches. Admire an exceptional 180° panorama from your private pool, view of our infinity pool plunging into the clear water of the sea. Celebrate the beginning of a magical Thai evening, watching a mesmerizing sunset tapestry unfold.


BOOK NOW

 View Details
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Family Pool Villa

A corner of paradise, thoughtfully positioned in a secluded and peaceful setting, our Family Pool Villa afford an even greater sense of privacy. This grand villa features rich woods floors throughout its opulent living, its 3 bedrooms and its two private pools.


BOOK NOW

 View Details
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SPA BY L'OCCITANE
L’OCCITANE invites you to a Provencal retreat, to experience the brand through a sensorial holistic journey. Our spa offers you a true well-being escape to sunny soils of the South of France. A perfect menu of wellbeing and beauty rituals, delivered by using modern expertise to nurture the Body, Mind and Spirit.






Our Offers









L’Occitane Spa Escapades





DISCOVER





Island Romance





DISCOVER





Advance purchase - up to 30%





DISCOVER





Bed & Breakfast





DISCOVER







Highlights
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Floating Breakfast
as the sun rises over your private swimming pool, treat yourself to the best breakfast you have ever dream of.
Our Kupu Breakfast will enchant your day, served in floating tray with the best pastries and some bubbles. Enjoy your floating breakfast while taking a dip your luxurious private pool, an unforgettable moment!

READ MORE
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Romantic Dinner
One of the nicest way to perfect your journey with your loved ones. Kupu Hotels have created a unique and unforgettable location expressively designed for incredible moment: a stunning, private terrace for two people at the highest point of the restaurant, with a breath-taking view of the sun setting behind the sea. Celebrate romance whilst discovering your most intimate and romantic dinner with your significant other.

READ MORE


Are you curious about our hotel in Bali?
Kupu Kupu Barong Villas and Tree Spa by L’Occitane

Our hotel in Bali with luxury villas offers a spectacular view of the sacred Ayung River. Live the legend in the Ubud rainforest.



Bali villas with private pool, Decoration inspired by Balinese culture.



Our private rice paddies offer the best Ubud scenery. Indulge in our unique Spa by L’Occitane on top of a mango tree, and at La View Restaurant for a fine dining experience.

DISCOVER
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KUPU KUPU PHANGAN



 
Phangan 69/13 Moo 4 Naiwok, Koh Phangan, 84280, Thailand



 
+66 77 377 384



 
+66 64 614 1400



 
reservationkupu@gmail.com
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Kupu Kupu Barong - Ubud Bali
Kupu Kupu Jimbaran - Bali
Jungle Retreat - Ubud Bali
Joglo Villa Bali - Jimbaran



 